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ltlEMO RANDUM 

TO: P.M. Wright 

FROM: D. Foley 

BE: Roadblocks to User Coupled Drilling 

It is becoming evident that a va riety of non-reservDir Confirmation 

roakblocks may be present in the vdrious states which will participate 

in the user coupled drilling program. I have identified one of these, 

a second has been suggested by Dennis Trexler, and we should probably 

contac~ state resource and planning teams to see where more exist, 

and how they could be removed. 

The roadbl~k that I have identified is in Utah, where UP&L's 

holding of the water rights applic a tions for 1700. square miles may 

mean that, unless a loophole is found, they couilid tie up and prevent 

any development on these lands. Water rights in Utah are designated by 

the time of application for appropriation, rather than by the actual 

appropriation and use of the water. This means that UP&B, with their 

1974 (?) applications, does not have to lease the surface land' in 

these areas (which they have not), nor do they have to ShOrT any 

motion towards development for 14 years (which they have not). After 

14 years, all they have to do is file for an extension; these are 

routinely granted. Clay Parr said that in negotiations over the 

Roosevelt system, UP&L stated that if they could not reach an 
owd~ orllt' ~ eledr)(\~ 

agreement with the production ~~±mBxt partners, that they nevertheles s 
A 

would not release t heir claims to the water . If UP&L is willing to 
(i\Mf ~~J 41'1 iN tl l\,hve ) 

go to court to, in essence, force rti ther an agreement 1fi th or a shut 
t\ 

do~ of Phillips et al., they certainly will be willing to s tomp 

( 



allover small time, direct heat users. We must remember that any 
(OP .... '~) 

use of altermative energy is probably seen by their board of directors_ 

as removing yet one more market for electricity, and therefore not 

in the best interests of the company. 

The problem that Dennis Trexler has pointed out is tha~ where 

a state resource assessment agenc~_ is a regulatory agency, the willingness 

of the private sector to cooperate is dramatically reducBd. The only 

case I can think of at present is in Idaho, with Mitchell et ale Debbie 

confirms from her experience that she has found users unvilling to 

cooperate with John. So we are left looking for non-regulatory agencies. 

that are part of state government, to participate in this program. 

All of which leaves us having, I feel, to mount not only the., 

campaign that we have been working on this week to explain~ the. 

program to the resource teams~ but also having to contact all the 

resource and planning teams, as l'I'ell as; NCSL, to try to identify; 

legal barriers asap •• In many of the states:, the legislature only holJ.6 

mee.:tings, every other year, so if law·s are to be written or ammended. 

l'I'e need to identity those needs now. 

Comments? 
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